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INTRODUCTION
It bas been recognized by many people idio are actively engaged 
in ring-necked pheasant (Hiasianus colchicus) mmagemmt that the 
weather has a profound effect on the time of the pheasant breeding 
season. Buss and Swanson (*$0) while doing a nesting study in 
Washington found a two week difference in peak hatching dates betwem 
X9h9 and 19ji8* while Knott* Ball and Yocum (*L3) also in Wasaington 
found the peak hatch in 19̂ 0 and 19U2 to be between the dates for 19li8 
and 19U9* The years of 19U0 and 19U2 were considered to be normal as 
to spring weather wiiile in 19L8, the year in which the hatch was late* 
the spring months were abnormally wet and cool. The same months in 
19k9 were relatively dry md warm* and the pheasant hatch was corres­
pondingly early. These differences were attributed to the variations 
in weatirier conditions during the spring months of these years.
It is also recognized that plant development througliout the sea­
son is dependent upon prevailing weather conditions (Daubenmire* *L7%196 
and Leopold and Jones* *U7)« It seined reasonable to suppose thiat if the 
weather were instrumental in regulating the pheasant breeding season* and 
in determining tiie progress of plant development* that tnese two phenomena 
might fluctuate together. That basic supposition formed the basis for 
this study. It is readily admitted that a one year study cannot prove 
that these two tilings do fluctuate as one. The two phenomena may be 
activated by different stimuli. The flowering of plants may be brought 
on by the storage of a certain amount of food resulting from favorable 
temperatures and adequate mounts of light* wiiile tne piieasant
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reproductive cycle nâ  be Influenced to a greater or lesser degree by 
these factors* Differences in photoperlodlsm may also enter into the
final analysis# With these thoughts in mind, the problem was to obtain
all information possible on the plant phenology for an area and the
pheasant nesting season for that sams area#
The first Indication in the spring that the pheasant breeding 
season is starting is the spontaneous crowing of the cocks# This phen- 
<wenon not only announces the beginning of the breeding season but is 
used as a census method to indicate the size of the breeding population 
(Kimball̂  *1|6)# This method of obtaining a population Index is known 
as the crowing count census# Colli as and Taber (’51) indicate that the 
early breeding season may be recognized hy the Infrequent display of 
males to females, intimidation display of one male toward another, the 
frequent observation of males in pairs and the infrequent pecking of 
females by males.
The crowing count, when used in conjunction with an estimated 
or calculated sex ratio, serves to give the manager a rough idea of 
the numbers of breeding birds in the area# In this study the crowing 
count was used, not as a census method, but rather, as an indication 
of the seasonal rise and fall of pheasant breeding activity, and as a 
method of obtaining informati<m on the daily crowing curve# The crow­
ing activity also exhibits a seasonal curve# This curve is roughly 
parallel to the curve of testis growth and Involution as worked out 
by Hiatt and Fisher (’k?)* It was necessary that this curve be known 
if the plant development on the area was to be compared with the re­
productive activity of the pheasants#
The daily crowing activities of the cocks also exhibit a curve.
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with the maximum being just after delight and then a gradual tapering 
off during the morning feeding period (Kimball, and Taber,
DaXke (HcAtee, Û5>39) euggeate that this morning period is not primar­
ily a feeding period, but rather a time when the birds do more playing 
than active feeding* This observation was upheld by Hiatt (*U7)*
Another of the primary objectives of the study was to relate 
the plant development in the area to pheasant nesting as well as to the 
crowing activities* The nesting activities of tiie pheasant may be con­
sidered to have four important datest (1) the date when the hens first 
start to lay eggs randomly about the feeding and roosting areas, (2) 
the date when nests we  first constructed, aid eggs are laid In them 
for Incubation, (3) the date when the peak hatch Is coming off, and 
(li) the date when the nesting season may be considered to be past*
The study, as the title asserts. Is m  atten̂ t to bring to­
gether the plant development, and the sequence of major events in the 
pheasant breeding seascm*
Mmitana State University at Missoula Is well located in rela­
tion to pheasant habitat aid good pheasant populations* For the pur­
pose of this study a high pheasant population was desired. In a habitat 
that could be considered typical for western Montana* Moiese Valley, 
the site chosen for tills study, lies about 60 miles from Missoula, and 
is actually a part of tne larger Flathead Valley* The Flathead Valley 
lying north of Missoula In Lake County of Montana, Is one of the more 
fertile valleys In the western part of the State, and supports a high 
pheasant populatlw* Near tiie southern end of this Valley the Flathead 
River makes a bend to the west and continues south for about six miles 
before swinging south-east and then back due south again* Moiese Valley
k
lies within this bend in tiie River, and is f^proximately six miles long 
and three miles wide. The soil is of the sandy loam type (Deyoung and 
Roberts *29). The Valley contained 6,61(1 acres under cultivation, 9,163 
of which were irrigated (Flathead Project Report, *90). The fields were 
generally <ÿiite small (9*19 acres) and the percentage of the area lost 
to cropland due to ditches said fences was relatively quite extensive. 
This could conceivably be one reason for the high pheasant population. 
Rear the center of the Valley in section 17, of Township 19 Rorth and 
Range 21 West there is sn 80 acre Refuge owned by the Itotana State 
Fish and Game Department. This Refuge was the site chosen for the 
investigation.
Western Montana lies west of the continental divide, and the 
climate is influenced to a large extent by the Pacific Ocean (Maughan 
*bl). This part of the State is characterized by rugged mountains and 
narrow valleys. The mountain ranges to the east offer some protection 
from the cold waves that sweep out of Canada and south al<mg the eastern 
slopes of the Rocky Mountains.
The nearest Weather Bureau Station to the Fish and Game property 
is in St. Ignatius, located in the main Flathead Valley md about ten 
airline miles south-east of the study area in Moiese Valley. The 30 
year record of that Station shows this area to have a growing season of 
129 days aid an annual average precipitation of 19.13 inches. The two 
months having the highest precipitation are Hay and June, with 2«0U 
inches and 2.13 inches respectively (Maughan *Iil).
The farm land in the Moiese Valley is irrigated for the most 
part, and the principal crops are alfalfa and an all grains. Some dry 
land crops are raised, usually hay or fall wheat. Diversified type of
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farming Is generally practiced with eacii farm supporting a small dairy 
herd^ a few beef cattle or a small flock of sheep*
There is very little shrubby growth except along the Flathead 
River* The ditch banks and fence rows grow up to sweet clover, tumble 
mustard, and Russian thistle during the sumiær but are generally burned 
dean each spring* The low swales and draws coinmonly grow up to marsh 
grass and cattail each summer but a large percentage of these areas are 
also fired every spring*
The practice of mowing the first crop of alfalfa when it is 
very green and packing it into pit silos is becoming increasingly 
common* The farmers generally favor this method because during the 
wet June weather it is often difficult to cure the first cutting of h ^  
properly*
The 80 acre tract in the Moiese Valley, owned by the Montana 
State Fish and Game Department, was purchased in 191*7» and the land 
was released from crop production after that year* The entire area 
was fenced with a high woven wire fence, the lower edge of which was 
buried 18 inches below tkie surface of the ground* In 191*8 about 1,000 
ring-necked pheasants were brooded and released on this area, but at 
that time it was decided to cut back on the production of artificially 
reared pheasants md  the property lay idle for tiie next two years*
During this two year interval the fields grew up to weeds, pre­
dominately tumble mustard, Russian thistle and sweet clover* T̂ e area 
was posted as a refuge, and supported a large population of pheasants* 
Large numbers of pheasants sought refuge on tiie area during tiie fall 
hunting seascm, aid many of them remained throughout the winter* By 
the spring of 1951» the weedy growth was beginning to be replaced by
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qfiùfcckgrass and the blue grasses. The abandoned grain fields were Invad­
ed by quack grass to a large extent, aid one alfalfa field had small, 
spreading patches of quack grass becoming established as veil as rather 
extensive areas of blue grass.
On March 17, 19$1 a cœieos drive war made on this 80 acre tract 
by about 25 students from Montana State University and a total of 377 
pheasants was flushed. This count was undoubtedly low, as some birds 
were observed flushing behind the line of drivers, and it is thought 
that a fair number of them probably hid in the high cover and failed to 
flush#
This area was chosen for the study because of the high pheasant 
population and because the living quarters were made available to the 
writer by the Montana Fish and Gams Department#
The study area was worked from the end of March, 1951, to the 
end of August of that year# The crowing route was set up to start and 
end at the Refuge and the daily crowing count station was at the Refuge 
boundary (^e map. Figure 1). The plant stations were nearby, and the 
nesting study was carried out on the Refuge proper*
PLANT PHENOLOGY
Methods and Materials 
It was necessary to select a few plants in the area to be used 
as indicators of the general plant development througliout the season#
The attempt was made to choose plants that could in general be found 
in the better pheasant ranges and those that attained a high enough 
growtli throughout the season that it could be measured in weekly in­
crements.
A  Plant Stations
# Crovdng Stations 
1/  Daily Crowing Stabioj
&X3Moiese RefugeQ) % t
\/
R. 21 W.
Figure 1. Moiese Valley
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Five permanmit stations were set up in the Moiese Valley (see 
map* Figure 1) and ten individual, plants Pf each species were marked 
with stakes so that the same plant would be measured each week (Figure 
11) • ten Impedes of plants were chosen to be closely studied (Figures 
2 and 3) and each species occurred on more than one station so that an 
average between stations could be taken for each species. The measure­
ments shown below imder phenological observations, represent tliese av­
erages. The stations were not chosen at random, but were carefully 
selected to represent, as nearly as possible, the Valley as a whole.
The plants on these five stations were measured once each week, the 
total height being measured in most eases. Cheat grass, alfalfa snd 
winter wheat were measured by straightening the center spring growth 
shoots out along the ruler. The height of the pasture sage was deter­
mined by measuring the average height of the individual climbs. The 
height of the mullein and yarrow rosettes were measured by taking the 
total height of the entire rosette in the case of the mullein and by 
straightening the leaves out along the ruler in the ease of the yarrow, 
the flowering stalk was measured in both plants after its appearance.
These data were supplemented by observations of the time of 
flowering, fruit development and other events of other plant species 
in the area. Sarubl̂ y species were not represented on the stations 
near the Refuge, but once each week a station located in the nearby 
Flathead River bottom was visited and notes were tdcen of the develop­
ment of these species. Plants were collected and preserved each week 
to make a permanent record of tiie plant development cf the area. This 
collection was later placed in the herbarium at Montana State University. 
A partial photogr^hic record was also kept.
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iüqr I chance obeerratlons of the eeascaial habits of mimais were 
also recorded and included as supplementary material to the plant de­
velopment observations* These observations were not restricted to 
Moiese Valley, but included the Flathead Valley as a whole*
phenological Observations 
Week ending April 7, 1951
Stations
Cheat grass - 36 mm*
Mullein - 79 mm. - rosettes only 
Winter wheat - U7 mn.
Alfalfa - 37
Giant rye grass - 59 mm.
farrow 33 mm* - rosettes only
Cottonwood - flower buds 20 mm* - allowing fussy tips
Tellowbell - flowers just starting to open on more favorable locations
Miscellaneous
Snail flowered fringe cup - blooming 
Robins - exhibiting mating behavior 
Starlings - building nests
Cock pheasants - crowing quite often during the day and in the evenings
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WeWc ending April lü, 1951
Stations
Cheat grass - Itb mm.
Kullein - 86 mm. - rosettes only 
Winter wheat ̂  109 mm.
Alfalfa • 50 mm.
Giant rye grass - 193 mm.
Yarrow <• 1*7 mm. - rosettes only
Pasture sage » mm.
Lilac - leaf buds 10 nra. - bright grem at tips
Apple - leaf buds 10 mm. - light colored fuzs at tips
Raspberry • appearance of first leaves
Cottonwood • bud scales dropping to ground
Tellowbell » in full bloom
Bitter bru^ - leafing out
Miscellaneous
Dandelion - starting to blomn
Balsamroot starting to blocmi on more favorable locations 
Columbian ground squirrel - first appearance near study area, reported to 
have been out on dry hillsides a week earlier 
Cock pheasants - territories are being establish^, and the boundaries 
are being defwded - attempted copulations are frequently ob* 
served
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Week Ending April 21, 1951
Stations
Cheat grass - 51 mm.
Mullein - 86 mm. - rosettes only 
Winter wheat • 125 mm.
Alfalfa - 70 mu 
Giant rye grass • 29k mm*
Yarrow - 52 mm.
Pasture sage - k8 mm#
sweet clover - 28 mm. <• spring growWi just starting 
Tellowbell • past full bloom 
Cottonwood « catkins falling 
Miscellaneous
Snowberry - leaf bods opening 
Russian thistle • first eppearance 
Dowiqt desert parsley - starting to bloom 
Balsamroot « blooming on most locations 
âiglish sparrow - starting to nest
Pheasant » cocks commonly seen fighting in fields * road-killed hen 
autopsied aid found to have laid three eggs previously - 
first randomly laid pheasant eggs found on area
Ih
Week ending April 23, 1^51
Stations 
Cheat grass «
Mullein - 88 wuu - rosettes only 
Winter wheat - lOU mm# tips frozen 
Alfalfa - 71 raa# - tips frozen 
Giant rye grass nm.
Yarrow - 60 m* rosettes only 
Pasture sage * 53 ma.
Sweet clover - 38 ma#
Lilac-tips of leaves froztwa
Apple *- small leaves spearing
Cottonwood - catkins have all fallen
Tellowbell « a few dried blossoms remain In area
Strawberry (domestic) - first blossoms
Miscellaneons
Snowberry - leaves curling out from bud <-> tips of some leaves frozen 
Rieasant « crowing intensity reached highest peak of year * first nest 
found
Hungarian partridge - nest found *- hen fluslied from a well formed nest, 
no eggs
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Week ending May 5» 1951
stations
Cheat grass • 6X %m. • heads «appearing 
Hnlleln • 96 mm* - rosettes only 
Winter wheat - 136 mnu 
Alfalfa - 90 mm*
Giant rye grass - 369 mm* - some tips dead from freezing 
Yarrow - 69 mm.
Pasture sage » 60 mm*
Sweet clover (white) » ram*
Cottonwood » leaves breaking from buds 
Tellowbell ̂  reed capsules developing 
Miscellaneous
Western kingbirds « first observed in area
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Week ending May 12, 1951
Stations
Cheat grass « 120 mau
Mnllein -* 107 mm. * rosettes only
Winter wheat - 153 mm.
Alfalfa - 127 mm.
Gla&t rye grass - 39!* mm.
Yarrow - 70 mm. rosettes have almost stopped growing and the 
flowering stalks ere beginning to develop 
Pasture sage - 80 mm.
Sweet clover (white) - 90 mm.
Cherry tree -» blooming
Cattail • 211 mm. - burned areas, no development in unbumed areas
Apple starting to bloom
Serviceberry starting to bloom
Hawthorn - starting to bloom
White stammed gooseberry - starting to bloom
Miscellaneous
Larkspur - starting to bloom
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Week ending Kay 19 ̂ 1951
Stations
Cheat grass - 196 mm.
Mullein - 135 sbbu • rosettes only 
Winter wheat - 258 mm.
Alfalfa - 200 mm.
Giant rye grass • 563 mm.
Yarrow - 81 mm. « flowering stalks 
Pasture sage - 100 mm.
Gweet clover (white) « 162 mm.
Cattail - 35k mm. - burned area 
70 mm. « unbumed area 
Bitter bnWi • starting to bloom 
Cherry tree • past full bloom 
Chokecherry - starting to bloom 
Miscellaneous
Death camas - starting to bloom
Large flowered brodiaea - starting to bloom
Bullockŝ  oriole - first observed in area
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Week ending Kay 26, I951
Stations
Cheat grass - 31$ mm.
Mullein • 172 mm.
Winter wheat • 3I/4 mu 
Alfalfa - 282 rora.
Oiant rye grass 760 mm.
Yarrow - 93 mm.
Pasture sage * IkO m.
Sweet clover (white) 289 mm#
Cattail - 556 mm. - burned area 
130 mm. - unbumed ansa 
Lilac (white) - starting to bloom 
Apple - blooming 
Cherry tree - past blocmdng 
Mtter brush - blooming 
Red osier dogwood « starting to bloom 
Klscellmeous
Faxireed « starting to bloom 
tianble mustard - starting to bloom 
Lupine - starting to bloom 
Loco - blooming 
Showy polemoniim - blooming 
Coot • first brood observed 
Homed grebe - nesting 
Red-winged blackbird - nesting
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Week ending Jnne 2, 1951
Stations
Cheat grass « 376 mm#
Mullein - 215 mm»
Winter wheat - 1*66 mm#
Alfalfa * 371
Giant rye grass « 8W. mm»
Yarrow - 10b mm* » starting to bloom 
Pasture sage * 193ma#
Sweet clover (wnite) • b23 m»
Cattail *> 776 mm» « burned area 
197 mm* - unbumed area 
Lilac - blooming 
Apple - past blooming 
Bitter brush • past full bloom 
Wild rose - starting to bloom 
Dwarf mountain daisy blooming 
Sticky geranluB - blooming 
Klscellaneous
Mallards - first brood reported 
Pheasant - first brood reported 
Crow - young in nest 
English sparrcnr - young In nest
2 0
Week ending June 9,
StatlCTXfi
Cheat grass ̂  W,0 imn.
Mullein <*» 220 zom.
Winter wheat - 519 %m.
Alfalfa - h70 naa#
Giant rye grass • 990 mm.
Yarrow - 133 mm.
Pasture sage - 209 mm.
Sweet clover (white) - U55 mm.
Cattail - 868 mm. central leaves brown from frost in burned area - 
entire plant brown from frost in unburned area 
Idlac - few dried petals on stems 
Miscellaneous
Western groiRwell - starting to bloom
Bullocks* oriole - building nest
Western kingbird - building nest
Coot * broods coinmon]̂  seen
Robin - first hatched brood observed
Fheasait first brood observed
Red'^nged blackbird young in nest
Meadovlark - young able to fly short distances
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Week «iding June 16, 1951
Stettone
Cheat grass - U71 nra*
Mullein • 25S mm,
Vinter wheat - 526 Rm# - heads forming
Alfalfa - 55k mm, starting to bloom
Giant rye grass « 968 mm, • measurement taken of heads
Yarrow - l5k mm. - blooadng
Pasture sage - 266
Sweet clover (wliite) - 559 «m.
Cattail - 878 mm, .* burned area
230 mm, unbnmed area 
SVeet clover (yellow) • starting to bloom 
Miscellaneous
Nuttall^s cinquefoil - blooming 
Kentucky blue grass ^ blooming 
Large flowered clarkla - blooming 
Orchard grass - blooming 
Mallards first brood observed
Pheasant - one individual of a brood caught and aged at four weeks
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Week ending June 23, 1951
St at long
Cheat grass - linear growth stopped - turning red in color 
Mullein - 270 mi.
Winter wheat » 719 uaa. 
llfalfa - 580 mu.
Giant rye grass - 1137 i%a.
Yarrow - 208 
Pasture sage - 323 nca.
^cot clo’ver (widlte) - 708 »aa. starting to blocm 
Cattail • 878 xTja. - burned area - plait starting to recover from 
effects of frost 
L.07 IH&. - unbumed area - recovery îrom frost was wuch 
More r^pid in the younger plants 
Raspberry • stai'ting to blocm 
Strawberry - fruit starting to ripen 
miscellaneous 
Quack grass - heading 
Western kingbird *• incubating eggs 
Red-shafted flicker - young observed «way from neet 
Gregahopper - small individuals ccoamocly seen in fields 
Pheasant - two cocks observed feeding peaceably together, suggesting 
that perhaps territorial behavior is past
23
Week ædlng June 30,
gte.tlor.8
Mullein • 360 a®u
Winter wheat - linear growth stopped 
/Ifalfa - harvested 
Cfi«3t rye grass - I363 ®ia*
Yarrow • linear growth stopped 
Pasture sage • 36O 2m#
Sweet clover (white) - 618 mos#
Cattail «<• 1362 KTu • burned area 
622 mpu - unbumed area 
Raspberry - some fruit beginning to form 
Mock oraxage - starting to bloom 
White stermed gooseberry • berries ripening 
M5.pcellgneous 
FcKtaü • heads formed
Ducks - broods of iSxovelers, Redheads and Baldpates observed
2h
Week ending July 7# 1951
Stations
Mullein « UU3 mm#
Giant rye grass - lii83 mm. « blooming « linear growth stopped 
Pasture sage hPO mm.
Sweet clover (idiite) » 1016 mm.
Cattail <• Hi8U mm. - burned area
860 mm. - unbumed area 
White stemmed gooseberry • berries mostly ripe 
Mock orange - full bloom 
Miscellaneous
Snotfberry - starting to bloom 
Canadian thistle - starting to bloom
Week ending July lU, 1951
Stations
Mullein 553 mm.
Pasture sage - hSO mm.
Sweet clover (idiite) - 1210 mm.
Cattail « 1$7U bou burned area * heads forming 
9U7 me. - untmmed area 
Service berry • berries starting to ripen 
Miscellaneous
Babyŝ  breath - starting to KLoom
Goat weed - blooming
Moth mullein - blooming
Ruddy duck • first brood observed
Western kingbird - young birds in nest
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Week ending July 21, 1951
Stations
Mullein • 671 nrn*
Pasture sage « 2*63 mu * maximm height attained 
Seeet clover (white) - 12*28 mm.
Cattail - 1575 mm* « burned area 
X226 mm. - unbumed area 
Serviceberry • fruit ripe 
Httrtiiorn ̂  fruit mostly ripe 
Yarrow - blossoms diying 
Miscellaneous
Western kingbird - young starting to leave nest
Week ending July 28, 1951
Stations
Mullein «» 671 mm. ^ flower heads developing 
sweet clover (white) - 1726 mm.
Cattail ̂  1728 mm* burned area 
1326 mm* » unbumed area 
Red osier dogwood berries white and mature 
^Inter wheat •* harvesting in progress
Alfalfa - second cutting being iiarvested on irrigated ground
Miscellaneous
Goldenrod * blooming
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 ̂ Week ending August J4, 1951
Stations
Mullein • UOU nm* • blooming • maodmum height attained 
Sweet clover (white) - 2025 mm.
Cattail • heads formed in burned area 
lUUt, mm. in unbumed area 
Raspberry ̂  fruit ripening
CECWIHQ COUNT 
Methods and Materials
Tbe crowing mount c@i8us$ or population index, is usually 
taken along a secondary road that runs through the pheasant habitat 
that is to be censused (Kimball, *1̂ 9)# %e person who is making the 
count arrives at the point where he wishes to start the ccmsus at day­
light, gets out of his car, listens intently for two minutes, and re­
cords the number of cock crows within his hearing distance in that 
time. 2a then drives up the road for one mile and repeats this pro­
cedure. This may continua for an hour or more, or as late asthe worker 
considers it to be advisable.
The sme methods enployed in the crowing count census were used 
in this study. The route was begun hS minutes before sunrise sad the 
listening posts were one mile apart. For the purposes of this study a 
single route was used with eleven listening posts. The same listening 
points were used eacli morning so that as far as possible the variations 
in cock calls due to local interference would be eliminated. The route 
was covered three mornings a week, (Monday, Wednesday aid Friday) when 
the welder permitted. Counts were not made during storms or when the 
wind velocity was in excess of eight miles per hour, since Kiirball
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Indicated that counts taken under these circumstances would not be re­
liable, A cup type anemometer was used to measure the wind velocity.
It took one hour to cover the route^ and as a check on the daily cz*owing 
curve that was being establi^ed at the same timê  a count was tWcen at 
the first listening post at forty five minutes before and at fifteai 
minutes after sunrise. The crowing count route was traversed on April 
2nd, and as previously stated, was repeated three times a week from 
that time until June 30th, A total of 26 con^lete co'mts were made 
over the route.
To obtain information for a daily crowing curve, a single 
listening post on the southern boundary of the Refuge was occupied 
each Saturday morning (see map. Figure 1), Cxowing counts were taken 
from this station, beginning at one hour before sunrise aid continuing 
until one hour after sunrise. Counts were taken for the regular two 
minute llstaiing period at ten minute intervals throughout the two 
hours that tiie post was occupied. The record was started on April lUth 
and ended on June âi d, these dates roughly corr^(pond with the dates of 
that period in the seas (mal crowing curve when it was considered that 
crowing censuses could be taken for management purposes.
Observations
The results of the crowing counts taken on the 11 mile route 
are summarised in Figure U and Table 1, There was an abrupt rise in 
crowing activity from the time the counts were started on Apxil 2nd 
until a sdnor peak was reached on April 13th, The number of calls 
recorded on April 16th was nearly the same as on the 13th, but after 
this date a storm occurred. About two inches of snow fell on the area, 
and a low of IJ® F, was recorded on the night of April 19th and again
April
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Figure L. Crowing Count Census
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TABLE 1. DAILY CBOWDKJ COÜHTS OH ROUTE
April Hay
Station 2 U 6 11 13 16 20 23 25 27 it 7 9
1. U9 63 60 76 70 72 51t 63 77 83 7k 68 6k
2. k8 62 61 75 8k 6k 65 79 82 8k 83 72 66
3. kl 51 56 69 79 65 59 73 67 71 71 61 65
lu k2 k8 51 63 73 7k 58 68 71 65 69 55 61
5. 22 33 38 51 53 56 60 k8 62 52 59 63 Sk
6. 2k 29 29 kO kk k3 38 k3 50 5k k3 36 k3
7. 31 36 30 k5 k8 k8 kO k8 53 50 k8 56 33
8. 29 3k k3 k2 39 56 k6 52 66 59 62 65 k5
9. 2k 33 35 k2 50 k2 35 k6 5k 58 Sk 51 k5
10. 26 27 27 kk k9 k7 2k 37 5k k7 kO k9 36
11, 36 35 k2 kk 53 k9 25 k6 55 53 kk k8 k6
Total 372 k5l k72 591 6k2 636 50k 603 6SÛ. 676 6k7 62k 558
Maor
Station 11 16 18 21 23 1 k 10 13 17 22 26 30
1. 65 67 72 76 72 51 5k k7 23 k2 20 35 262. 73 77 80 73 82 65 72 ii6 26 39 35 33 25
3. 67 70 8k 69 77 70 70 k8 kl 39 31 3k 26
L 5k 6k 65 67 59 61 61 ko 31 26 32 21 17
5. 5k 59 55 65 67 70 56 kk 2k 21 21 23 206* 3k 55 k8 50 k9 kk 38 2k 18 31 15 20 Ik7. ko 51 k7 k6 k9 51 56 35 3k kl 28 26 178. 58 k8 k8 57 57 k9 63 k6 35 32 21 19 19
9. k3 50 52 57 58 62 50 k5 33 37 28 19 1210. 5k 38 k5 k5 56 5k 35 3k 29 26 20 23 1811. k8 52 57 58 36 55 kk 35 21 19 23 18 20
Total 590 631 653 663 662 632 599 kkk 315 353 27k 271 21k
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on the night of April 22nd. The crowing intensity dropped off markedly 
during this time. Cn the morning of April 23rd the count was up from 
the previous low, and on the morning of April 2$th the all time high of 
the season was reached. It is considered possible that competition for 
crewing territories was at its height at this time, and therefore the 
crowing activity reached a maximum and then dropped off somewhat. The 
average number of calls recorded dropped from 62,8 calls per station on 
April 25th to 50*7 calls per station on May 9th. After the 9th of May 
the number of calls slowly Increased again until on the 21st of May an­
other minor peak was reached, when an average of 60,2 calls were heard 
per station. The number of calls recorded on the route declined slowly 
frcHa this point, until the first of June, when thej»- decreased rapidly 
until the route was abandoned on the last day of June.
As previously stated, the station from which the observations 
on the daily crowing curve were made was on one boundary of the Refuge. 
There was a def inite movement of tne birds from the Refuge across the 
road and into the adjoining fields in tne morning, æd a reverse move­
ment was observed following the evening feeding period. During the day 
the field borders and ditch banks were utilised as resting and loafing 
spots. It is believed that the location of this station eliminated, as 
nearly as possible, any variation in crowing frequency due to movements 
from roosting to feeding sites.
The frequency of cock crows (Figure 5 and Table 2) rose abruptly 
from one hour before sunrise until 1;0 minutes before sunrise, when the 
high for the dsy was readied. The frequency of crowing declined slowly 
from this point until ten minutes after sunrise when it remained almost 
constant until 30 minutes after sunrise and then declined more rapidly 
until caie hour after sunrise when the station was abandoned.
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Figure 5. Daily crowing curve. The length of each line represents 
the range of that set of crowing counts. The middle crossbar repre­
sents the mean. The rectangle encloses two times the standard error 
on each side of the mean. If the rectangles of two lines do not 
overlap vertically the two means are indicated to differ by a statis­
tically significant amount.
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TABLE 2. DAILY CROWING COUNTS^)
-60 -1*0 -30 -20 -10 00 10 20 30 1*0 50 60
April lU 16 30 18 1*6 la 37 17 20 20 Discont*d due to windApril 21 2h 3'U 71 76 73 65 59 1*1 1*8 50 27 25 30April 28 8 kh 70 61* 62 66 52 57 58 53 1*5 36 36May 5 32 67 63 51 50 1*5 1*6 1*5 31* 1*2 37 27May 12 13 19 3U 36 1*1* 1*0 38 26 23 22 21 21* 20Kay 19 32 50 73 77 76 59 60 59 50 1.6 1*5 1*8 1*6May 26 32 57 77 75 61* 61 59 58 55 53 52 1*6 1*5June 2 30 50 6h 61 57 57 58 1*9 1*9 1*3 35 36 36
Total 187 358 501* 1*98 1*68 1*35 388 356 31*8 301 267 252 21*0
Average 23. lUi.8 63 62.2 58.5 5U.U 1*6.5 W*.5 1*3.5 1*3 354 3l*.3Correction
Factor 2.69 1.U 1.00 1.01 1.08 1.16 1.30 1.1*2 1.1*5 1.1*7 1.65 1.75 1.81*
(1)Counts of two minute listening periods taken at ten minute intervals 
from one hour before until one hour after sunrise*
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Based on these resultŝ  a correction f&ctor was calculated that
would enable the person taking the census to adjust ail recorded calls
that were not taken at the peak of crowing intensity. This was arrived 
at by dividing the maximum {63) the average for each ten minute in­
terval.
Dr. Karsaglia, assistant professor of mathematics at the 
University of Montana, attempted to derive an equation that would fit 
the daily crowing data and which would furnish a more satisfactory basis 
for establistiing the correction factor. Two curves were fitted, one of
the fora y # a ̂  bx ̂  cx^ ^ dx3 and another as log. y • a ̂  bx ̂  cx2 x dx3,
where is the crowing count and x is the time after daylight with units 
on ten minutes. Neither equation paralleled the data with sufficient 
accuracy to be ccmsidered reliable. Figure $ (Dice and Leraas, *36) 
presents the data in a form such that statistically significant differ­
ences that occurred between the various time intervals can be seen direct­
ly without further calculation. It is realised that additional data 
would be desirable before this information adopted into management 
practices.
It was possible to make one check on the accuracy of the daily 
crowing curve as established from this one station on Saturday mornings.
As stated previously, the route took one hour to cover and as it was 
roughly circular, it was possible to take a crowing count on station 1 
at hS minutes before and at 15 minutes after sunrise* These results 
.show that during this hour there was a drop of 25.17 percent in the 
calls. The same interval when calculated from the results obtained from 
the one listening post, shows a drop during the saire time of 28.6 percent. 
The results from the route are the findings of 26 mornings aid the
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results from the single listening post represent tîe findings of eight 
mornings spent in occupying this post»̂
SESrm STUDY
Methods and Materials 
The dste when the hens first began to drop eggs indi acriiLinately 
and the date wïion eggs were laid in constructed nests prior to incuba­
tion are the first two major events in the pheasant nesting season.
These dates were determined by walking through the Refuge at random 
looking for eggs and nests. The farmers who were doing their spring 
work in ttie surrounding fields also cooperated by reporting eggs and 
nests that they happened to find.
Rie nesting study was carried out on the 80 acre Moiese Bird 
Refuge. The Refuge was marked off into ten equal strips extending the 
long way {east and west) of the area. Each strip was two chains wide^ 
and LO chains long (see map^ Figure 6). The iniportmt cover type 
boundaries extended roughly across tlie length of the strips. Two strips 
were combined to constitute one nesting study unit, m d  it was possible 
to include comparable amounts of eacn cover type in each of the five 
units. The two strips chosen to constitute one unit did not necessarily 
lie side by side. After the five nesting study units were laid cut, 
with each one containing approximately the sane area in each cover 
type, it wasproposed to search one unit for nests and project the find­
ings from this area to include the entire Refuge. Thus each 16 acre 
tract would be covered only once, an d each time the results were to be 
multiplied by five, and applied to the entire 80 acres. The small 
number of nests encountered in each unit indicated that the units were 
not large enough to make this method reliable.
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The first 16 acre area was covered on May 21st to 23rd, aid the 
other nest searches followed at three week intervals# Considering that 
the eggs require about a 2U day incubation period, it was thought that 
an intensive search of one area every three weeks would serve to give a 
continuous nesting record of the area for the entire season#
When a nest was foun<̂  one or two eggs were collected ftrom it 
and the hatching date was determined by comparing tW  embryo with pre­
served specimens of known incubation periods. To obtain the known age
embryos, a tray of eggs was set at the Warm %>rings gams farm by the 
manager, Lester Barton, aid each day he removed one egg and preserved 
it in a ten percent formalin solution# This series of embryos proved 
extremely helpful in predicting the hatching dates of reggs.. The re­
sults obtained by this method were also diecked by the work done on 
the development of the chick embryo by Hamberger and Hamilton (#$1)# 
Techniques for the finding of nests had to be developed as 
the study was in progress, aid although several systems were em­
ployed it is thought that all nests were discovered#
The first 16 acre plot was covered by myself aad Gerald
Salinas by walking close together æ d  poking into the more dense 
cover with sticks# One man led a bird dog on a leash, and it was 
through his efforts that most of the nests were found# When it came 
time for the second area to be searched for nests it was thought that 
two men mi^t drag a rope between them and flush the hens from the nests 
in this manner# Fred Hartkom helped me in this, and in all subsequent 
nest investigations. It was soon discovered that the hens were not 
flushing, but were letting the rope drag over them. A chain was then 
fastened to the rope in such a way that it dragged about two feet be­
hind the rope, which was weighted down with lengths of chain# Tin
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cans partly filled with rocks were attached to the rope at intervals* 
This apparatus was used for a while without finding any nests and 'Uien 
its efficiency was tested dragging it across several incubating hens 
that had bew located previously* In all cases the hens let this heavy* 
noisy arrangement of chains* tin cans and ropes be dragged across them 
without flusliing* The vegetation held the chain a few inches above the 
ground* aid the hens refused to fly even though in some Instances a 
part of the protecting vegetation was removed from above them by ttie 
chain.
The second nesting drive was then repeated by dragging a lU 
foot pole behind a pickup truck (Figures 8 md 9). A chain was attached 
to both ends of the pole aad the center of the chain was then tied to 
the trailer hitch on the truck* In this mamer a strip IL feet wide 
could be covered each trip* This method proved quite successful* as 
the pole weighed enough to force the hens fr<sa the nests md the nests 
were always in enough of a depressicm so that in only one instance was 
an egg broken by the weight of the pole* No nests were destroyed by the 
wheels of the truck* The fence comers* ditch banks* and other inac- 
cestiLble places were then covered on foot mid the whole area was care­
fully re-checked with a bird dog on a leash*
It was in this manner that some information was gained toward 
determining the dates of the peak hatch aid the end of the nesting 
season* Additional informatisa was gained on these two events by the 
collection of wings from hunter checking stations which were set up on 
the first diy (Oct* 28, 1951) of the hunting season* On the opening 
day of the hunting season* shooting did not start until noon* At this 
time threechecking stations were set up on the roads leading frcm the
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Moiese Valley. With these three checking stations it was possible to 
cover all roads from the VaXl^« Checking stations in )k>ntana are vol­
untary as far as the hunters are concerned » but the cooperation received 
vas very gratifying, since practically all of them allowed the checkers 
to clip a wing from their pheasmts.
Observations
On April l6th two randomly dropped eggs were found lying in a 
field, aid from that time on either eggs or shells were commonly seen 
scattered about the roosting and feeding areas. These randomly dropped 
eggs were not ccHicealed in any w ^  (Figure 10). The shells soon began 
to accimulate under willows and trees where the magpies discarded the 
shells after eating the contents. On the morning of April 23rd, eggs 
that were seen were found to be frozen and cracked. The temperature on 
the night before had dropped to 15^ F.
Some difficulty was found in placing a definite date on the
time Wien the pheasant hens began to lay tneir eggs in nests in prepar­
ation for incubation. The first nest was discovered on April 23rd after 
it had been destroyed by a predator. The nest itself was a rounded de­
pression in a strip of dead cheat grass and contained the remains of 
twelve eggs. The nest was not well concealed, and was beside a fence
that I walked along frequently while searching for eggs and nests. It
was felt that this was a **(huap” nest in which several hens were laying, 
as it would surely have been discovered earlier, considering the length 
of time it would take for one hen to lay the 12 eggs.
During the week that ended on April 28th, four nests were found 
on the Refuge and by the end of this week a total of 31 randomly dropped 
eggs had been picked iqp. It was during tnis week that the nesting season
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vas considered to have actually begun, although some hens had started 
earlier* The earliest known brood was hatched on May 19th, md this 
hen must have started laying in the nest on or about April 12th 
(Schick, '17).
The date of the maximum hatch was determined primarily from 
the collection of wings of juvenile cocks at hunter checking stations 
on the first day of the hunting season on October 26th (Figure 7. aid 
Table 3.). As shown below the results of the nesting study showed 
the date of maximum hatch to be June 10th aid 11th* Ihe results
Hatching dates . .
on nests Successful Humber of Total younĝ  '
found on strips nests yoimg on area
June 8 1 7 35
" 1 0  1 17 85
" 11 2 23 115
Total i 3^ 3 ^
(^^Arrived at by multiplying tiia number of young on each strip 
by five - each,strip was 1/5 of tie total area*
obtained by measuring primary feather development on the wings col* 
lee ted at the Moiese Valley checking stations (Buss, *U6 and Trautmsn, 
'50) show the week ending on June 2nd to have been the high peak of 
hatching* Three hundred and thirty wings from Moiese Valley were col­
lected and measured* Tiie results of wing measurements made by the 
Montana Wildlife Restoration Division personnel at the Flathead Valley 
checking station show the date of maximum hatch to be in the week end­
ing on June 9th. Five hundred aid eighty-six wings of juvenile cocks 
were collected at this station on the opening afternoon of the hunting 
season*
The sequence of nesting as determined by the feather measurements
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Figure 7. Pheasant Hatching Dates - Flathead Valley, 1951
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TABLE 3* PUEâLAKT EATChlKG DATEs(̂ ) AND WE/iTHER CONDITIONS
(2)Number of wings Percent of wings Precip­ TemperatmWeek ending Moiese Flathead Moiese Flathead itation Max. Min.
Kay 26 liS 6$ 15 11 #22* 82 32June 2 73 9U 22 16 .06 76 26
• 9 67 126 20 21 .67 7it 33*» 16 36 93 11 16 .08 86 llO« 23 2it 62 7 11 .69 79 3ii« 30 22 2|2 6 7 .65 76 36July 7 21| i|6 7 8 .55 8i| 39
* lit 7 13 2 2 .32 91 36• 21 17 20 5 3 .00 92 llO" 28 8 12 2 2 .26 9ii iti
Aug. L 2 10 1 2 .09 9lt ii6a U 2
155 W
1
IQS'
1
100
.tr. 85 ii3
Hatching dates determined from wing measurements daring the fall 
hunting season#
Temperature in degrees Fahrenheit - weather data from Moiese Valley
hZ
md shown on Figure 7» siiow a surprising similarity between the graphs 
obtained for the two stations ̂ scd they are also very similar to the 
graph of wing moacurements by Buss aid Branson (*$0). The data from 
western Montana indicates t^&t the nesting season here is about ten 
days later than in eastern Washington if it is assumed that 1951 was a 
normal year.
The results of all nests found on the Refuge for which the 
hatching date was determined^ are shown on Table k»
TAELS L. HATChING DATiiS OF RESTS OR REFUGE
Number of nests Hatched in week ending
1 June 93 « 165 It 23
1 July 7
1 " 14
1 « 21
1 « 28
1 Aug. k
1 » 25
Because of the small numbers involved̂  these data do not necessarily 
indicate the time of peak hatching. Most of tta nests were not found 
until after the peak hatching date had occurred.
The end of the nesting an determined by measurements taken of 
primary wing feather development was on August 11th in the Moiese Val­
ley and in the Flathead Valley as a whole. For practical purposes the 
nesting season may be considered to have ended at this timê  altlioû  
undoubtedly a few nests hatched at a later date. The measurements of 
wings collected from hunters probably is not a true indication of the
number of late hatched birds in the field. Some of tlie young cocks
may not have be@i in recognizable cock plumée and thus were not shot.
U3
It l8 feXt tüat even tiiougia, seme iisns u%r iiavo nested later, the main 
part of the hatciiing seas<Ki was over hy August 11th.
Table 5 shows the fate of each egg that was found in a success* 
fol nest during the nesting study* Eighty-four percent of the eggs 
hatched, 3*5 percent were infertile, and 8*7 percent of th^ were col­
lected for the purpose of predicting the hatching dates. The remaining 
3*8 percent were either later than the other eggs in the clutch In 
hatching, and were deserted ty the hen, disiçpesred from the nest, or 
contained a malformed embryo* The malformed embryo was a mlcrocephalic, 
four legged monster that had lived about 21 days in the shell before 
4ying*
TABLE 5* ThE FATS OF SGGS IK SOCCSSbFUL ÎÎESTS 
Rest Eggs Hatched Collected Infertile Unknown Late Malformed
1
1 2
1 X
1
r f r r
A total of nine nests were found on the strips during the dates 
the nesting drives were goAng on, five of which were successful (see 
below)* A total of 18 nests were located on the Refuge between the 
Total nests
on strips Successful nests Reason unsuccessful
^ 5 1  magpie predation
2 unknown predator 
1 desertion
1. lU 12 2
2* 10 7 2
5. 17 17
k
9 5
Hi 11
6* 9 8 1
7. Ik 12 1
8* k u
9. 10 8 1
10* 7 6 1
11* 7 7
TSm w
hh
start of the nestiiig study aid its conclusion* Eleven of these nests 
were successful for a total successful nesting percentage of 6l percentj 
as shown belcw* Nesting success varies with the type of area the study
Total nests Successful nests Reason unsuccessful
18 11 2 magpie predation
2 crow predation 
1 unknown predator 
1 desertion 
1 hen killed by un­
known predator
was conducted on, aid the method of the study* For example* Dustman 
(*$0b) reported a success of <nly 32*2 percent on four study areas in 
19L6.
DISCUSSION
In ‘Uie course of this study dates of the various stages 
in the development of certain plants were ascertained and the dates 
for the importait events in the pheasant breeding season were deter­
mined* Those two ph^omcna may now be compared and the dates of the 
idieasant breeding season can be determined in terms of plant develop­
ment*
^y April lUth, the intensity of crowing had reached the point 
where it was considered that censuses for management purposes would be 
possible* It was during this we^ that the dandelions started to bloom 
aiKi the first leaves appeared on the raspberry bushes in the area* The 
yellowbells were in full bloom aid the balsanroot was just starting to 
blossom in the more favorable locations* The bud scales were dropping 
ffom the cottonwood trees*
The first randomly dropped egg was found on the l6th of April* 
The plant development records for this week include tiie first appearaiœe
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of Russian thistle ̂ the opening of the leaves on the snowberry bushes aid 
the first blossoms on downy desert parsley. The cottonwood catkins start­
ed to fall this week aid the balsamroot plants were in blossom in most 
locations.
The crowing intensity reached the high point for the season on 
iprll 25th and in this same week the nesting phase of the pheasant 
breeding season was begun. It was during this week that the catkins 
fell Aroa the cottonwood trees. On3y a few dried blossoms remained on 
the yellcwbells and the strawberries in the garden started to bloom.
The species of strawberry was unknown, but they were of the "ever- 
bearing" type.
The we^ endijig June 2nd was dbubly Important in the pheasant 
breeding season. It was during this week that the peak hatch occurred 
in Moiese Valley, as determined by idng measurements during the fall 
hunting season. It was also at this time that the crowing intmisity 
declined to the point where its use as a cwsus method would no longer 
be reliable. This week the wild roses along the river bottom started 
to bloom and the white lilacs in the yard at Moiese reached full bloom.
The p̂ple trees and the bitter brush had just passed the full blooming 
stage and the blossoms were drying up. The previous week the lilac had 
started to blocw, as had the dogwood, the fanweed, toe limine and the 
tumble mustard.
Kimball (*b9) states that there is a period of about six weeks 
in the spring when the seasonal crowing curve levels off enough to aske 
crowing count cwsuses reliable. He also states that*
"toe decline of crowing activity in June seems to be 
relatively ccnetant each year but the time at which 
near <apowlng is reached each Qxring ^pears
to vaxy to a greater degree and may correlate with 
early spring weather. ®
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The seasonal crowing curve as determined for Moiese Valley in the spring 
of 19$1 shows a leveling off fJrom about the ll*th of April to the 2id of 
Jane* Boring this period of about seven weeks a crowing count census 
could be reliably taken* The crowing at Moiese in 1951 apparently 
reached its near maximum approximately a wedc earlier than it did in 
S* Dakota in 19L7* and declined at about the same time*
During the course of this stu<fy some information was gained 
ccmceming the dally crowing curve exhibited by pheasant cocks* A 
correction factor was calculated to adjust the calls recorded at times 
other than at the time of maximum crowing* Kimball (*k9) states
■fortunately crowing intensity between -Uo and *>$0 min­
utes (before and after sruorlse) is rela^vely constant, 
the maximm variation being ̂  7*5 percent of the average*
A correction factor could easily be coicputed from the 
curve to be applied at 10 minute intervals* This would 
be of value wh^ maximum accuracy is needed in working a 
limited area intensively, but seems unnecessary when each 
route is run during the same period of time* If the 
crowing coimt is eventually used as a true census rather 
than an index, correction factors may be essential*"
Taber Ck9) states*
■My findings were in agreement with this statoaent 
(Kimball, above) only with respect to cloudy, windy 
days* On clear, calm days Idie drop In crowing inten­
sity after the presunrise peak was very sharp* This 
indicates that under the conditions of this study a 
crowing "census* taken before sunrise on a clear, calm 
day could not be compared directly with one taken af­
ter sunrise on the saae day without a consider able 
error,"
The findings on this phenomenon at Moiese are more closely 
in agreement with Taber than with Kimball* The Moiese data show a 
variation of ̂  28 percent from average between kO minutes before and 
So minutes after sunrise, as coi^ared to the variation of ̂  7*5 per­
cent shown by If this is the normal picture in western
Montana, a correction factor is essential to obtain m y  degree of
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accuracy on a census route that is started at 1*0 minutes before and aided 
at SÔ minutes after sunrise* Smith (#W) is in agreement with TiO)er and 
ngrself when he states
•The frequency of calls de^aceelerated rapidly following 
sunrise; a coisus count was eliminated if the route had 
not been con^leted at, or immediately following sunrise* *
The graph (Figure 7) of pheasant hatching dates as calculated 
from measurements taken on wings collected at checking stations during 
the fall hunting season, shows two irregularities* The weeks ending 
on June 30th, and July Ihth are both low in comparison to the preceed* 
ing and following weeks. Table 3 the hatching dates of the
birds killed, and these dates compared with weather conditions on the 
wed£ that they were hatched* Due to lack of equipment, it was liqpes- 
sible to keep complete weather data on the Refuge during the course 
of the study* Maximum and mlnimm temperatures were recorded each day, 
and relative humidity was taken each morning aid evening (see Appendix), 
The Indian Irrigation Service kept a rain g^ige at the home of the 
local watermaster about one half mile from the Refuge* These records 
are also presented in the Appendix*
As fihown in the leerbcok of Agriculture for 19lil, the average 
rainfall at the St. Ignatius Weather Bureau Station for the months of 
Kay end June respectively are 2*0U and 2*13 inches* The rainfall in 
the Moiese Valley during the study was 2*90 inches in May, add 2*09 
inches in June* Probably neither month varied enough from the noimal 
to have any ̂ eat effect on pheasant nesting success, althougii May 
did have mcnre moisture than usual* Precipitation amounting to 1*13 
inches was recorded for July as conpsred with a normal of 1»0U inches* 
April was fflt ghf.ly drier than normal with 1*09 inches of moisture
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recorded in 1951 while a normal of l#lil is to be expected» These com­
parisons are made with the assumption that normal rainfall in the Moiese 
Valley is the same as at the 0. S. Weather Bureau station ten miles away. 
The irregularities in the pheasant hatching dates apparently cannot be 
explained by weather Conditions* Some of the weeks of high pheasant 
production had more rainfall and colder weather than the weeks that
caused the irregularities in the graph. The low week that ended on
July lljth might be explained in terms of the following high week* by 
assuming that the .32 of an inch of rainfall and the low temperature 
of 3 ^  F# caused a high mortality in the chicks hatched that week* This 
assumption does not hold for the week ending <m June 9th which Is the
second highest in production and yet had .6? of an inch of rainfall and
the temperature dropped to 35̂  F.
It is to be rm&embered that wliile this method of "aging** the 
birds in the fall is assumed to indicate a true cross section of the 
birds in the Held at that time* it does not necessarily give a true 
indication of the numbers hatched in aiy certain wedc* The deviations 
from a smooth curve in the age composition of pheasants in the fall may 
be a natural result of their re-nesting behavior or it may be a result 
of differential survival of the various age classes. This would also 
have its effect on the age composition in the fall* farming operations 
may account tor the two weeks that seem to be low. Seasonal farming 
practices may have destroyed a propoi*tionately hi^er number of the 
nests or young that would normally make up these two age classes. This 
would show up only as a smaller age grotç) than would be eiçected for 
that certain week.
Farming practices undoubtedly have an important effect on
k9
jpheaamt r#productl<m. The qprlng burning of Tegetetive tmglee along 
ditch banka, fence rows and cattail earales la abaoat unlveraally car­
ried out bjr the farmer a In Moleae Vall^. During the mcmth of April 
It appeared as though there would be no cover left for the pheaaaata, 
but actually there vaa m%h a wealth of dltchea, fencea, and tangled 
avalea In the TaHey that the burning larobably did not have aagreat 
an layact on the pheaaanta aa was feared at first. A high percentage 
of the cover was daatroyed, but atill there probably was enou^ left to 
provide the ̂ leasanta with ade^iate cover.
the density of j^eaaant populations in some areas has been cor­
related dlrectiy with the percentage of the area that was planted to 
com (Bennett  ̂MeAtee *1|5»19)* This la not true In the Moleae Valley,
#a the flathead Project E ^ r t  (*$0) ahcara that only five acres of com 
were planted in the Valley during this season. The feeding habit: of 
the pheasants must therefore be quite different in areas where com la 
an important crop, and in areas where it la not, and the birds must 
necessarily rely on other food sources.
The date whm the first cutting of alfalfa is harvested Is ex­
tremely ijqportant in the nesting success of pheasants (leedy and Hicks, 
Hcâtèe ^hSilk m d  Bennett, McJLtee The type of machinery used,
and the apeed with Wiich It moves, as well aa the time of day the 
cutting operations are carried on, all have an lagportant effect on 
nsatiig success (Dustman, «$0a). The practice of chopping the alfalfa 
while It is still green and packing It Into pit silos is becoming more 
Cttsaen in the Moiese Valley. The use of choppers aid pit silos allows 
the f anwrs to start the hay harvest a week or two earlier than they 
nwmally would if the alfalfa were to be cured and stacked in the normal
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v«7« IR thia process one machine cuts the hay, chops it, and bXews It 
into m wagon that Is trWiled behind* % e  mowing machine part is equipped 
with a reel above the cutter bar that pushes the hay back onto the eleva­
tor which carries it Into the chopper* This reel rotates above axil 
subtly ahead of the cuttw bar, and any nesting hen lâieasœt that 
does not flush until the cutter bar touches it is doomed* The reel 
knocks it back into ttie chopper, and no tracé remains of its body* This 
catastroi^ was observed by the men operating the machines anl by myself*
This type of alfalfa harvest will undoubtedly increase pheasant 
nesting mortality in two w^s; first by killing more nesting hens axsi 
eliminating the possibility of their re»nesting, aid secondly by de­
stroying a hitler percentage of the nests that have not had time enough 
to hatch* Adequate nesting cover on refuges and waste Imd is extremely 
î ŵtant*
As shown by ̂  eovar mtp of the Moiese Refuge, the entire area 
is covered by an understory of grass* When the fields were first re­
leased from crop production, they were immediately invaded with sweet 
clover m d  ruderal weeds, but with continued neglect a grass understory 
became firmly established and is Increasing In area and density throu^- 
out the seasons* The small five acre area, mazked on the map as being 
covered with dry sweet clover with an understory of quack grass, was 
apparently the most attractive zmsting cover on the Refuge* Of the 16 
nests located on the Refuge, 11 of them were in this area* Ro sweet 
clover grew here during the suxmer of 1551# understory had appar­
ently become well enough established so as to crowd out all sweet clover 
reproduction* The dead st^as from the past year had bent over to form 
hollow hummockewith quack grass growing betw^n then* It was ux^er
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the protection of this vegetation that most of the neete were found.
The alfalfa field of about 19 acres on the Refuge did not con­
tain Manor nests# Only four of the 18 nests were found here. It was 
thought that this was due to the more attractive nesting cover in the 
previously aenticmed field nearby. The dry sweet clover and quack grass 
field also offered protection for the nests at an earlier date than did 
the alfalfa field.
The W)le (p. 35 ; shows that approximately 270 young pheasœts 
were hatched <m the 80 acre Refuge during the 1951 season. It may be 
estimated that one half of these young birds lived to become Indepen­
dent of their mothers in the fall (Pearce* McAtee Îi5*b2). Assoai!^ 
that one half of them lived and the sex ratio was 1*1, this tract of 
land produced ^ u t  68 young cocks for the fall hunting season and 
about the same xnniber of young h@is for potential Iweeders the follow­
ing season. It would be impossible to estimate with any degree of 
accuracy the number of young hians that would actually winter over md 
rear broods of their own the following breeding season.
In a study such as this, of one year’s duration, the various 
lagwrtant emits in the idieassat’s r^roduetlve cycle can be related 
to the plmt development for the one season <mly. Further attention 
to this problem will be required to determine whether these two nat­
urally occurring plienoaena are equally affected by the various weather 
factors.
On April 25, 1951 the crowing intwsity of the pleasant cocks 
was at its seasonal peak. F w  that week the stage of development of 
It differwit Qpecies of plants was recorded. If further study on this 
problem reveals that the plants are in about the same stage of
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development eeoh year when the peak in crewing frequency is recorded, it 
will become e relmklvely einple matter to fix this important date in the 
pheaeamte^ reproduetive cycle, the same type of plant phonological in­
formation is avallaW.e for other major peaks in tdie breeding season of 
the pheasant, and if they are fowd to hold true through other years it 
will be possible to determine the sequ^sce of the pheasant breeding 
season from the plants growing on the area. This will reduce the 
field wwk required to detmmlne the seasonal occurr^ce of 
hatch, etc., and managers of pheasant populations can correlate censuses 
m d  brood ooimts with the breeding season, rather than setting these 
activities with calendar dates.
s m m t
1# A study on plant smd pheasant phenologies was done in the Moiese 
Valley, Flathead Gomty, Montana.
2. The Moiese Bird Refuge, owned by the Montana State fish m  d Game 
D^artment, was utilized as a headquarters during the study, and the 
intensive nesting sWdy was carried out on the 80 acre Refuge.
3» The period from kpriX to September 19$1 was epwit in residtooe 
on the Refuge.
U« Seasonal plant development In the area was determined by measuring 
linear growth of %) différât species on five permanent stations. Ad­
ditional information was gained from a sixth station al<mg the Flathead 
River bottom where development of shrubby species was recor<ted. This 
information was ^implemented by miscellaneous observations on plants 
and animals.
5* An 11 mil* crowing count route was established and was covered 
three times a week from April 1st to dune 30th.
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6* April 25th was found to be the date of peak crowing activity and the 
curve plateaued ©cough frcm April llitii to June 2nd that it was consider­
ed that crowing count censuses could be reliably taken.
7* The daily crowing activity of the cock pheasants was determined by 
recording the calls heard at one station from one hour before until 
one hour after sunrise. This post was occupied one day each week.
8. Forty minutes before sunrise was found to be tiie time when crow­
ing frecÿiency was hi^iest each day. A correction factor was calculat­
ed to adjust counts taken at times other than sb kO minutes prior to 
sunrise.
9# A nesting study was conducted to determine date of peak hatch­
ing and the duration of the nesting phase. Eighteen nests were found*
11 (6l perceat) of which were successful. In the nesting study area 
the peak hatch occurred on June 10th and 11th. The nesting season 
ended by August 11th.
10. The date of peak hatching and the duration of nesting was also 
determined by collecting wings from hunters during the fail hunting 
season.
11. As determined frmi wing measurements tiie peak hatch in the Moiese 
Valley was in the weWc ending June 2nd and for the Flatiiead Valley as 
a Whole it was in t W  week that ended on June 9th. The m^or part of 
the nesting season was passed by August 11th.
12. Weekly weather data is presented along with the weekly hatch of 
birds, ^parently the irregularities in tiie we^ly hatch cainot be 
explained by the prevailing weather conditions.
13. It is recognized that the aging of birds frcm fall wing collec­
tions is a method of determining survival of the various age classes
5k
and may not be a true indication of tiis numbers of birds hatched during 
m y  particular week#
lU# The important events in the pheasants* breeding season are com­
pared to stages in plant development on a week by week basis.
APPEÎIDIX
Weather data - Moiese Valley* Sumner of 19^1
Degrees Fahrenheit Relative Humidity 
Date Mag# Min# A.M. P.M.______ Precipitation
April 5 69
6 60 25 72 35
7 55 2U 72 35
8 5h 31 53 h2
9 li3 hi 66
10 20 83 hi
11 61 19 75 hh
12 69 2h 60 29
13 69 3U U9 30
lU 57 35 h9 33
15 5U 21 56 30
16 71 19 62 27
17 68 h$ Ü6 30
18 11 ♦0619 36 15 U720 lt5 19
21 hi 36 hi 30
22 58 15 50 31
23 62 3k 9h 35
2li 61 20 11 27
25 71 21 60 30
26 75 36 57 33
27 75 33 61 U6
28 71 k5 61 h9
29 58 hh 81 69 1.0330 52 92 91
May 1 52 33 92 92 1.27
2 52 36 81 Ih .20
3 62 33 Ih 65
.02
h 70 32
5 70 39 79 66
6 73 UO 83 U7
7 Ih 38 71 67
8 66 hi 65 61
9 73 37 76
10 75 36 61 h$n 78 ho 38 .3312 59 hO 82 h3
13 56 ho 72
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Weataer data - Moiese Valley, Summer of 19$1 - Cont'd.
Date
Degrees Fahrenheit 
Max* Kin.
Relative Humidity 
A.M. P.M. Precipitation
Hay Ih 58 39 93 87 .77
15 68 kO 81 69 .0316 71 3k 80
17 7k kl 65 7k
18 6k kO k6 k6
19 70 32 57 k6
20 68 36 69
21 73 33 69 39
22 82 k7 6k 3k
23 70 k7 50 72
2k 67 k3 72 55 .13
25 65 k5 60
26 71 38 61 55
27 76 k2 57 k6
28 66 k6 kk 36
29 65 26 67 k8
30 57 kl 67 57
31 56 kO k6 39 .06
June 1 28
2 69 38 k2
3 73 33 kk 36
k 66 kO- 80 82
5 56 kl 86 7k .38
6 61 39 86 71 .10
7 6k k2 76 75 .09
8 70 ko k7 61 .10
9 7k 37 82 k6
10 78 kO 57 72
.0811 73
12 77 k8 53
13 77 52 79 k5
Ik 83 k7 63 k7
15 86 50 71 31
16 79 k2 55 37
17 79 39 50 27
18 71 k8 59 72 .Ok19 75 k2 82 82
20 71 3k 86 52 .20
21 71 k5 82 57 •k5
22 73 37 6k 39
23 73 k3 57 62
2k 70 k6 88 6k .6525 73 kO 71
26 76 50 k9 3k
27 73 38 69 kl
28 76 38 59 31
29 7k 36 66 68
30 73 kk 55 5k
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Weather data - Moiese Valley^ Summer of 19^ - Cont'd,
Bate
Degreea Fahrenheit 
Kax* llin.
Relative Humidity 
A.K. P.M. Precipitation
July 1 72 h6 63 53
2 73 h3 78
3 8h h2 78 57
U 56 86
S 76 39 90
6 76 la 7k 50
7 72 U3 77 31
8 80 hh 68
9 75 hi 7k 68
10 70 h6 6k 61
11 76 36 72 k2
12 8h la 8k 30
13 90 hh 55 27
Ih 91 50 89 28
15 90 51 kl 38
16 90 50 71 28
17 90 50 76 3k
18 92 52 83 2k
19 87 W 7k 2k20 78 hh kl
21 80 ho 81 30
22 8U la k9 3k
23 89 h3 7k 73
2h 91 5k 5k 26
25 87 57 79 32
26 90 k2 53 2k
27 93 U9 82 26
28 9h 52 65 77
29 88 5k 81 2330 87 50
5931 k6 21
lug. 1 89 51 83 36
2 91 50 85 kk
3 9h 51 62 16
u 87 k9 kO 615
6 Sh k3 61 25
7 85 k3 ko 30
8 85 kk 72 28
9 80 k8 63 3P
10 80 k5 62 30
11 80 50 70 50
12 80 kk 75 26
13 78 ko 82 53
Ih 75 39 86 36
15 83 k2 78 32
16 77
.20
•35
.32
.26
.09
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Soli tewperatiires in degrees Fahrenheit - taken at plant stations
Date
April 12
April 19
April 26
May
May 8
Hay 15
Hay 22
May 29
June
ition
Time
(A.K.)
3" below 
surface Surface
3* above 
surface
Breast
high
1 10:00 1:8 51 522 10:30 38 50 51
3 11:00 52 58 58
k 1:30 60 102 66 65
5 2:00 73 108 72 681 11:30 1:2 32 30 302 12:00 38 32 30 29
3 12:15 ii6 32 28 26
k 1:30 li5 32 32 28
5 1:U5 kl 66 31 321 11:00 55 68 61 572 11:15 lii kS 57 58
3 11:1:5 53 82 62 61i
U 2:00 6k 92 72 72
5 2:20 6k 98 71 731 10:30 la kB 16 152 11:00 li2 kk Wi lili
3 11:30 ii5 k6 12 liO
k 1:30 U6 51 52 52
g 2:00 50 li9 16 181 11:00 60 61i 61 60
2 11:30 k9 52 58 61
3 12:00 62 68 61 61
li 1:30 62 68 66 66
S 2:00 69 68 67 661 9:15 50 57 51 522 9:50 U8 51 56 56
3 10:15 kB 66 62 59
k 10:1:0 57 71 62 61
5 11:15 62 68 62 631 10:1:0 62 81i 70 69
2 11:15 kB 52 62 70
3 11:1:0 72 106 70 71
U 12:00 76 9li 71 75
5 1:30 82 111 82 801 9:1:5 56 71 63 612 10:00 U7 17 56 61i
3 10:30 6k 82 55 57
li 11:00 68 76 57 58
5 11:15 72 87 63 601 9:00 50 16 12 11
2 9:30 li8 16 12 11
3 9:1:5 50 19 U& Ûi
li 10:15 50 18 13 Wi
$ 10:1:5 51 50 13 Wi
%
Soil temperatures in degrees Falirenhelt - taken at plant stations - Cont<d«
Date -ation
Time
(A.K.)
3" below 
surface Surface
3** above 
surface
Breast
high
1 8:15 61 60 58 57
2 10:25 51i 56 66 68
3 10:10 69 72 73 70
k 11:00 69 73 66 65
5 11:25 72 80 Ik 661 8:15 61 60 58 572 9:20 53 $k 55 56
3 9:50 6U 6k 62 6k
h 10:15 66 68 65 65
5 10:30 71 80 71 69
•- 9:15 61 70 65 681 9:30 56 57 65 68
3 9:50 68 69 69 71
U 10:20 69 72 70 71
5 10:50 76 81 77 751 3:30 82 lOU 87 812 3:50 62 66 69 79
3 U:10 96 loL 87 86
l4 U:30 91 102 86 85
5 J»:50 3jDf- 103 89 881 8:10 51 63 62 622 9:10 58 59 59 62
3 9:30 6k 61 62 63
a 9:1*5 66 68 6k 6k
5 10:00 70 7k 63 6k1 8:10 66 76 73 72
2 8:50 60 62 67 71
3 9:05 82 99 78 76
U 9:20 83 100 83 81
9:35 81 98 80 791 1:00 73 78 78 802 1:15 62 66 75 79
3 1:30 86 102 92 901 9:00 67 7U 73 72
2 9:20 60 61 61 69
3 9:1*0 76 8U 7k 731 9:00 62 72 71 69
2 9:15 68 56 61 66
3 9:1*0 75 85 77 7k
Jane 13
Jane 19
June 26
July 3
July 10
July 17
July 2k 
July 31 
Aug* 7
S8a
The plant statlcaia (see mgqp* Figure 1} were close to the Refuge 
headquarters, and were representative of the usual cover types and ex­
posures found in the Moiese Valley. Station 1 included the garden spot 
at the headquarters and the soil temperatures were obtained in this 
plowed ground. Station 2 was located in a low marshy area* The soil 
temperatures were not taken in the water but on the damp bank nearly. 
%is bade su^^rted a heavy cover of blue grass and remained damp 
throu^ut the summer. Station 3 was on a west sloping hillside that 
was quite dry and the cover here was predcmdnantly cheat grass and 
mullein. Station U was on a level piece of ground that was covered 
with yarrow and giant rye grass. Staticm 5 was on a south sloping 
hillside and was sparsely covered with dieat grass and yarrow. The 
soil <m all stations was of the sandy loam type.
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Animals on which phenologlcal observations were made In the course of
the study
Coimnon name Scientific nme
Robin
Red-shafted Flicker 
Starling 
English Sparrow 
Hungarian Partridge 
Western Kingbird 
Bullock^6 Oriole 
Hed-4ilngdd Blackbird 
Crow
Keadowlark 
Homed Grebe 
Coot 
Mallard 
Shoveler 
Redhead 
Baldpate 
Ruddy Duck
GoliMnbian Ground Squirrel 
Grasshop^r
turdus migratorius 
Colaptes cafer 
Stumus vulgaris 
Passer domesticus 
Perdix perdix 
^^annus verticalis 
Icterus bullocki 
Agelaius phoeniceus 
Conrus brachyrhynchos 
Stumella neglects 
Colymbus aurltus 
Fulica americana 
Anas platyxtiynchoa 
^atula clypeata 
Aytha americana 
Mareca americana 
Oxyura jaraaieensis 
Citellus columbianus 
Helanoplus spp.
Plants on which phenological observations were made in the course of
the study
Common name Scl^tlfic name
Cheat grass 
Mullein
Giant rye grass 
Yarrow 
Cottonwood 
Yellowbell
Small flowered fringe cup
Pasture sage
Dandelion
Bitter brush
Balsatiroot
Sweet clover (white)
Sweet clover (yellow)
Staowbeny
Russian thistle
Downy desert parsley
Cattail
Service beny
Douglas* Hawthorn
White stemmed gooseberry
Promus tectorum 
Verbascum thapsus 
Elymus condensatus 
Achillea lanulosa 
Fopulus trichocarpa 
Fritillaria pudica 
Lithophragma parviflorum 
Artemesia frigida 
Taraxacum officinale 
Purshla tridentata 
Balsamorhisa sagittata 
KeHlotus alba 
Melilotus officinalis 
3ymfhoricarpos albus 
Salsola kali 
Lomatium 
Typha latifolia 
Amelanchler sp;̂
Crategus dougli^xi 
Ribes inerme
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Plants on wliicu phenologlcaX observations were made in jjie course of
the stu<^
Common name Scientific nane
Larkspur 
Death Camas
Large flowered brodLaea
Choke cherry
Red osier dogwrood
Faxnreed
Tumble mustard
Lupine
Loco
Showy polemoniijfflt 
Wild rose
Dwarf mountain daisy
Sticky geranium
Western gromweH
Ruttalle* cinquefoil
Kentucky blue grass
Large flowered claikia
Orchard grass
Quack grass
Mock orange
Foxtail
Babys* breath
Goat weed
Moth mullein
Goldenrod
Winters wheat
Alfalfa
Lilac
Apple tree
Raspberry
Cherry tree
Strawberry
Delphinium bicolor 
Zigadenus venenosus 
Brodiaea grandiflora 
Prunus demissa 
Cornus stoloniferus 
Thlaspi arvense 
Sisymbrium officinale 
Lupinus sericeus 
Astragalus ep* 
Polemonium pulcherrimum 
Rosa ep»
Srigeron coiapositus 
Geranium viscoslssimum 
Lithospennum ruder ale 
Potent! 11a nuttallii 
Poa prateneds 
Clarkia pulchella 
Bactyiis glomerate 
Agropyron repens 
Philadelf̂ us lewisii 
Setaria lutescens 
Gypsophila paaiculata 
Hypericum perforatum 
Verbascum blattaria 
Solidago sp.
Medicago satlva
a
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PLATE I
Figure 8. This type of cover (Canadian tliistXe) made the finding of
pheasant nests difficult.
Figure $• Metiiod used to flusii pheasant hens from their nests.
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